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                                                       AMERICAN YANKEE 

                                                  “Based on Semibiographical Events” 

             “He went there to get his game back… he came home having saved a nation” 

                                                                                 ~ 

                                       

 

• AMERICAN YANKEE: A new feature film project to be shot primarily in Central America. 

• Log Line: New York Yankee Brooks Crawford finds himself in the heart of Nicaragua at the tail 

end of the Contra-Sandinista conflict playing B-League baseball for the Managua Giants while 

securing Nicaragua’s first, free and safe election in the face of American backed CIA operatives". 

• Writer: David M. O’Neill (The Stand at Paxton County, The Black Tulip, Player 5150, Five Aces). 

• Co-Collaborating Directors: David M. O’Neill (Player 5150, Five Aces) – Brett Hedlund (The Stand 

at Paxton County) 

• Producing Team: David M. O’Neill, Brett Hedlund, Michael Roark (Others TBA). 

• Cast: Michael Roark, Christopher McDonald. (See full suggested list). 

• Budget: 5 Million U.S. 

• Projected start of production: TBA 

 

https://homerentalkit.wixsite.com/americanyankee
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                                                                                Synopsis 

Washed up personally and professionally, high-profile NY Yankee right-hander Brooks Crawford makes 

one-last stand for credibility and legacy – to get back his prized 100 MPH fastball at the hands of 

Nicaraguan pitching great, Osniel Echevarria. As the country’s first democratic election looms, so does 

lingering, factional fighting between Sandinista forces and American backed Contra guerrillas. Upon 

arriving, Crawford meets American, ex-patriot Faith St. Thomas who works tirelessly with NGO, Witness 

For Peace (WFP) to aid the fragile country toward a secure, safe, and fair election between the 

entrenched opposition parties. 

Upon arrival, Crawford is met by American Central American scout and liaison Clayton Ashton. To 

Crawford’s astonishment, he finds the stadium facilities state-of-the-art, and the level of play, 

exceptional. Much like European soccer, a mid-afternoon baseball game at the National Stadium is an 

ecstatic national pandemic – where ballplayers sit in their opposing dugouts along with their, 

momentarily put-aside, automatic AK-47’s.  

As a budding relationship grows between Brooks and Faith, Crawford’s growing notoriety provides a 

platform for an expanding, unwelcoming light onto those pernicious forces who would like to see the 

election as something as less-than-fair. Crawford’s presence and close proximity to Faith and her 

political work begins to wield an unanticipated influence with his newly-found popularity – popularity in 

spite-of-himself. 

Crawford’s pitch begins to return as the political atmosphere intensifies. Outside intelligence agency 

pressures are brought to bear on the national election. Much of it targeted toward the efforts of Faith 

and her organization, Crawford and that of his new teammates.  

As the election nears, the Managua Giants find themselves in the hunt of their own World Series. Brooks 

and Faith are directly targeted by what paramilitary organizations do best - nullify their opposition by 

low-impact, subversive means. Committing for the first-time to something much larger than only his 

high-inside fastball, Crawford embraces the perilous, geopolitical setting and that of his new love, Faith 

St. Thomas.  

As the election draws near, Nicaragua teeters on the precipice of a violent, regional conflict and the 

outbreak of yet another all-out civil war. Crawford finds himself thinking little of his prized pitch and 

more toward the safety of Faith, his new friends, and those of his targeted coaches and teammates.  

Ultimately leveraged to leave the country by the immoral Managua police Captain, Crawford is then 

confronted by Faith not to do so. She encourages Brooks to “see the impact he’s had, and to understand 

how the elections may be swayed to another strongman if he leaves the country.”   

As the city of Managua is overtaken by CIA backed, enemy shock troops, Crawford confronts those 

forces that would intimidate voter turn-out. Brooks, along with the Managua Giants and his American 

make-shift all-star squad, barnstorm the countryside dangerously encouraging voter turn-out with 

exhibition American Baseball.  

With the final game of the Central American World Series on the line, Brooks learns he’s been called 

back-up to the majors in the U.S. with the Cincinnati Reds. Torn between worlds, knowing a safe-

election has been secured, and a new meaning for the game has been found - as the 1990 World Series 

awaits his arrival. 
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                                                                              Directors 

 

David M. O’Neill / Brett Hedlund:  

As co-directors, David and Brett look to make American Yankee their fifth feature-collaboration to date. 

David first met Brett on David’s fist writing and directing effort, a Franchise Film Production, Five Aces. 

Brett edited the film and both would later work in the same capacity on First Look’s gambling thriller, 

Player 5150.  In 2018, Mr. Hedlund directed his own first feature film, The Stand at Paxton County where 

the collaboration continued as Brett had asked David to come on to secure the writing work on the ESX 

– Forrest Films production scheduled for its theatrical release in spring of 2020. Knowing the value and 

rarity of having lock-step creative alliances, David and Brett look to make American Yankee their first full 

co-collaboration, where the other’s work history and cinematic sensibilities can be shared and amplified.      

                                

               

                                        David M. O’Neill                                                                     Brett Hedlund 

                                                                                   

                                                                                            

 

                                                                                       ~ 
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                                                                       Director’s Notes 

After having traveled to the war-torn country first-hand, and having been exposed to the export of U.S. 

foreign policy, it’s complications, it’s nuances, and its necessities, David was overtaken by those who 

would be unwittingly caught-up in the middle of a hemispheric, geo-political stranglehold. In a further 

demonstration more confounding than the little known and less understood dissenting war - lies a 

structure in the capital of America’s one-time enemy that couldn’t reflect America’s shared values 

anymore – a state of the art baseball stadium and a professional baseball league to go along with it.   

American Yankee, at its core is a story of a man’s come back from adversity reflecting the strength of a 

reluctant hero who summons up life’s second-half effort when the glare of notoriety and resource are 

all but gone i.e., a soul-searching recalibration of self-reinvention when personal pursuits come to a 

crashing standstill.  At its center, a love story which begins to unfold in the center of a war-torn, third-

world nation. At its heart, Crawford’s endeavors to put his life’s broken pieces back together once more 

and that of the game he loves played in a way like for the first time.  

Brooks Crawford is an unwitting hero. He has no idea of what is about to unfold with his time in 

Managua in the summer of 1990. As the complexities of people and circumstance begin to unfold, it gets 

harder and harder for Crawford to remain solely focused on his own ambitions.  

The premise is of a politically unaware athlete, who becomes a hesitant hero, sent to a hotbed of a 

hemispheric geopolitical conflict. We will see how the body politic can and will play out in real time 

through the point of view of someone who would experience these forces for the first-time.  

As Crawford’s awareness grows, so does his maturity and so his pitch begins to return. 

Accessing original notes, we will merge action and actors, sequences and performances. Large stadium 

sequences will use the available CGI capability where large scores of extras will not be needed. As with 

many third-world nations, period locations are bountiful. The film has quite an underdog quality yet 

with a surrounding political texture which plays right into today’s headlines of political-intimidation, 

gerrymandering, and corruption – all of it with a backdrop so familiar and loved by friend and enemy 

alike – Baseball.  

                                                                                        ~ 
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                                                                        Attached Cast 

 

                                                         

                                                         Brooks Crawford – Michael Roark 

                                                                            (Attached) 

Michael Roark continues to work steadily and portray a diverse range of characters while distinguishing himself as 

a leading man. He was last seen in the title role in the drama “Bennet’s War” which was given a theatrical wide 

release. In the film, Roark stars as “Marshall Bennett” a young soldier who, after being discharged from the Army 

due to injuries from an IED explosion, tries to make an impossible comeback as a motocross racer in order to 

support his family. Other upcoming films include Sci Fi “Catalyst” and dramas “Roped” and “Fallen Queen” and he 

also has several films in development where he will double-duty acting and producing.  

 

                                                                    

                                               Christopher McDonald – Clayton Ashton – Attached 

Christopher McDonald’s breakout role was in Ridley Scott’s Thelma and Louise (1991), followed by playing Jack 

Barry in Robert Redford’s Quiz Show (1994). Other notable performances include Into Thin Air (1997) as John 

Krakauher and Tappy Timmons in Requiem for a Dream (2000) opposite Ellen Burstyn. Chris has co-starred in hit 
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comedies Happy Gilmore, American Piem and Leave it to Beaver. Harry’s law, Boardwalk Empire and Ballers 

highlight his television credits.   

                                                                                   

 

CONTACT: David M. O’Neill 

                    (818) 799-3592 phone 

                    David.Oneill@crosswindfilms.com 

 

                    Brett Hedlund 

                    (323) 377-9615 phone 

                    Edgecode@aol.com 

 

                    Michael Roark 

                    (847) 814-2623 

                    msrstudio1@gmail.com 

 

                    Ivy Kagan Bierman – Loeb and Loeb - Legal 

                       (310) 282-2327 

                   
                 ibierman@loeb.com 
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